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Abstract

We adopt a Dirichlet process Gaussian mixture model (DPGMM) for unsupervised acoustic modeling and represent speech frames with Gaussian posteriorgrams. The model performs unsupervised clustering on untranscribed data, and each Gaussian component can be considered as a cluster of sounds from various speakers. The model infers its model complexity (i.e. the number of Gaussian components) from the data. For computation efficiency, we use a parallel sampler for the model inference. Our experiments are conducted on the corpus provided by the zero resource speech challenge. Experimental results show that the unsupervised DPGMM posteriorgrams obviously outperform MFCC, and perform comparably to the posteriorgrams derived from language-mismatched phoneme recognizers in terms of the error rate of ABX discrimination test. The error rates can be further reduced by the fusion of these two kinds of posteriorgrams.
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1. Introduction

In many state-of-the-art speech applications, a considerable amount of labeled speech data and language-specific linguistic knowledge (such as phoneme definition and pronunciation dictionary) are needed to build reliable statistical models. It is time-consuming and expensive to acquire these resources. Even worse, in some languages, there is no written form and the linguistic knowledge may be even completely absent. This leads to the increasing interest in unsupervised speech processing in recent years. Acoustic pattern matching [1–3] and unsupervised discovery of subword units [4–13] from the raw speech of a low-resource language are being studied. It is generally assumed that only untranscribed data is available for the target language in the study. These techniques have been applied to applications, such as topic segmentation [14, 15], spoken term detection [4, 16], spoken document classification [17] and summarization [18], etc.

Acoustic pattern matching was first studied with spectral features (e.g. MFCC) [1]. Later on, GMM posteriorgrams, one kind of model-based posteriorgrams, was introduced to acoustic pattern discovery [2, 16]. This kind of posterior features has been shown less sensitive to speaker variation and better performance than spectral features. It is suitable for the case when only untranscribed data is available. Noteworthily the posteriorgrams derived from phoneme recognizers and unsupervised subword models have also been used in low-resource applications [7, 8, 19]. In additional to posteriorgrams, there are works on frame-based embedding representation motivated by manifold learning [20–22] and deep learning [10, 11, 23].

In this paper, we are interested in deriving posterior features whose model adapts to the untranscribed data. GMM posteriorgram is a suitable choice where each Gaussian component can be considered as a cluster of sounds from various speakers [2]. However, in real situation, development data may not be available, so the model complexity (i.e. the number of Gaussian components) cannot be known easily. This motivates us to derive posteriorgrams from Dirichlet process Gaussian mixture models (DPGMMs). DPGMM is a mixture model with infinite components. It has been successfully applied to unsupervised lexical clustering of speech segments [24]. We expect that DPGMM can also serve well in frame-level clustering so that it can provide effective features that highlight the linguistic content with their good speaker-independence in speech pattern discovery.

Moreover, we adopt a parallel sampler [25] for the DPGMM inference in our study. The training of DPGMM is unavoidably slow because of the sampling based inference. Moreover, a Bayesian nonparametric model relies on the amount of training data to fit a suitable model. Thus an efficient inference algorithm which is scalable to a large amount of training data is desired. Note that in addition to the use of DPGMMs for lexical clustering, a Bayesian nonparametric model [19] that jointly performs segmentation, subword unit discovery and modeling of the subword units for untranscribed speech has been proposed. However, parallel inference of this kind of models has never been considered in these speech applications.

We evaluate our proposed features on a minimal-pair ABX phoneme discrimination task [26, 27]. This task, which only requires the generated features and a proper distance metric for the features, provides a straightforward way to measure the discriminability between two sound categories. In some previous studies, the learned subword models are evaluated by their clustering performance (e.g. measured by purity) with reference manual subword labels. In this case, there is an assumption on language-specific knowledge (e.g. number of subword units) in the generated features and the evaluation metric. This evaluation approach is not suitable for evaluating the features derived from a Bayesian nonparametric model. Alternatively, many proposed features [8, 19] derived from unsupervised subword modeling are usually evaluated with a relevant application, such as spoken term detection. However, some postprocessing techniques (e.g. score normalization and pseudo-relevance feedback in spoken term detection), which are usually application-specific, may be able to tolerate the defects in the features.
As a result, the evaluation metrics of the application, such as mean average precision (MAP) and actual term-weighted value (ATWV) in spoken term detection, may not directly indicate the effectiveness of the proposed features.

2. Dirichlet Process Gaussian Mixture Model

We employ Dirichlet process Gaussian mixture model (DPGMM), also referred to as infinite Gaussian mixture model (IGMM), to conduct frame-level clustering and extract posterioriograms. DPGMM is a Bayesian nonparametric model which can automatically learn the number of components according to the observed data. It is more suitable for an unsupervised scenario in which no language-specific knowledge exists, or there is no development data in the target language.

2.1. Definition of Generative Process

The graphical representation of DPGMM is illustrated in Figure 1. Given a group of observations, \( \mathcal{X} = \{ x_i \}_{i=1}^{N} \), a DPGMM is constructed according to the following generative process of \( \mathcal{X} \):

1. Generate the mixing weights \( \pi = \{ \pi_k \}_{k=1}^{\infty} \) according to a stick-breaking process [28];
2. Generate a set of parameters \( \{ \theta_k \}_{k=1}^{\infty} \) of a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) according to their prior distribution named Normal-inverse-Wishart (NIW) distribution [29] with parameters \( \theta_0 \);
3. For each observation \( x_i \) to be generated, assign a component label \( z_i \) according to the mixing proportion \( \pi \);
4. Generate \( x_i \) according to the \( z_i \)-th Gaussian component.

The above process can be expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi &\sim \text{GEM}(\alpha), \\
\theta_k &\sim \text{NIW}(\theta_0), \\
z_i &\sim \text{Multi}(\pi), \\
x_i &\sim \mathcal{N}(\theta_{z_i}).
\end{align*}
\]

Here GEM denotes the stick-breaking process, \( \theta_k = (\mu_k, \Sigma_k) \) for \( k = 1, 2, ..., \infty \) is a set of parameters including the mean vector, \( \mu_k \), and covariance matrix, \( \Sigma_k \) of the \( k \)-th Gaussian component. \( \theta_0 = \{ m_0, S_0, \kappa_0, \nu_0 \} \) parameterizes the prior distribution in form of NIW where \( m_0 \) is prior mean for \( \mu_k \), \( S_0 \) is proportional to the prior mean for \( \Sigma_k \), \( \kappa_0 \) is the belief-strength in \( m_0 \), and \( \nu_0 \) is the belief-strength in \( S_0 \).

2.2. Inference of DPGMM

Various algorithms [30–34] have been studied for inference of DPGMMs. Some of them [30, 31] are based on sampling using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme while others are based on variational inference [32–34]. In our work, we need an algorithm which explicitly represents the mixing weights \( \pi \) for the computation of GMM posterioriograms, and can be highly parallelized so that the inference can be scalable to a huge amount of speech frames. Due to these requirements, we employ a parallelizable split-merge-based sampler [25]. It alternates between a restricted DPGMM Gibbs sampler and a set of split/merge moves to construct an exact MCMC sampling algorithm to conduct posterior sampling-based inference. The rest of this sub-section summarizes the procedures of the split-merge-based sampler.

1. **Restricted DPGMM Gibbs sampling.** This part restricts the sampling of data labels to only the observed data, which belongs to a finite number of components. We denote the label assignment as \( Z = \{ z_i \}_{i=1}^{N} \) where \( z_i \in \{ 1, 2, ..., K \} \) with \( K = \frac{N+1}{2} \). Note that Dirichlet process (DP) has a property that the measure on any finite partitioning of the measurable space is distributed according to a Dirichlet distribution. As a result, the posterior sampler of \( \pi = (\pi_1, \pi_2, ..., \pi_K, \pi_{K+1}) \) can be expressed as

\[
(\pi_1, ..., \pi_K, \pi_{K+1}) \sim \text{Dir}(N_1, N_2, ..., N_K, \alpha),
\]

where \( \pi_{K+1} \) denotes the sum of all empty component weights and \( N_K \) is the number of observed data assigned with label \( K \). The \( \alpha \) can be interpreted as the relative probability of assigning an observed data with a new component label. The sampling of \( \theta_k = (\mu_k, \Sigma_k) \) can be expressed as

\[
\mu_k, \Sigma_k \sim \text{NIW}(m_k, S_k, \kappa_k, \nu_k), \forall k \in \{ 1, 2, ..., K \},
\]

where \( a \sim b \) denotes sampling a distribution proportional to \( b \) and the parameters of NIW are computed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\kappa_k &= \kappa_0 + N_k, \nu_k = \nu_0 + N_k, m_k = \frac{\kappa_0 m_0 + \sum_{i:z_i=k} x_i}{\kappa_k}, \\
S_k &= S_0 + \sum_{i:z_i=k} x_i x_i^T + \kappa_0 m_0 m_0^T - \kappa_k m_k m_k^T,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( m_k \) is the mean of \( \{ x_i \mid z_i = k \} \). And \( z_i \) can be sampled as follows:

\[
z_i \sim \sum_{k=1}^{K} \pi_k \mathcal{N}(x_i | \mu_k, \Sigma_k) \mathbf{1}[z_i = k],
\]

where \( 1[z_i = k] \) is a \( K \)-element vector whose \( z_i \)-th element equals 1 and others equal 0. Note that Eqs.(5)-(7) can be parallelized and compose a restricted DPGMM Gibbs sampler.

2. **Split/merge sampling.** The previous part only samples labels from existing components so that it constructs a non-ergodic Markov Chain (MC) that one does not expect. Thus split/merge moves of the existing components emerge since it can form an exact ergodic MC. In the split/merge sampling procedure, there are two steps: (a) splitting each component into 2 sub-clusters to supply candidates for split moves; and (b) Metropolis-Hastings split/merge.

2-a. **Generating sub-clusters.** Each component is split into 2 sub-clusters with mixing weights \( \tilde{\pi}_k = \{ \tilde{\pi}_{k,l}, \tilde{\pi}_{k,r} \} \) and \( \theta_k = \{ \tilde{\theta}_{k,l}, \tilde{\theta}_{k,r} \} \), and each observed data \( x_i \) is assigned with a sub-cluster label \( \tilde{z}_i \in \{ l, r \} \) indicating which sub-cluster it belongs to. The sampling is independent between different components and is parallelizable. To sample parameters of sub-clusters and sub-cluster label assignments, we use the following steps \( \forall k \in \{ 1, 2, ..., K \}, \forall l \in \{ 1, ..., K \}, \forall s \in \{ l, r \} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{\pi}_k &= (\tilde{\pi}_{k,l}, \tilde{\pi}_{k,r}) \sim \text{Dir}(N_{l,k} + \alpha/2, N_{r,k} + \alpha/2), \\
\tilde{\theta}_{k,s} &= \mathcal{N}(\tilde{x}_{z,s} | \tilde{\theta}_{k,s}, \tilde{\pi}_{k,s}) \text{NIW}(\tilde{\theta}_{k,s}, \tilde{\pi}_{k,s}), \\
\tilde{z}_i \sim \sum_{(i:z_i=s)} \tilde{\pi}_{z,s} \mathcal{N}(x_i | \tilde{\theta}_{z,s}).
\end{align*}
\]
where $N_{k,s}(s \in \{l,r\})$ is number of observed data assigned with sub-cluster label $s$ in cluster $z_i$.

**2-b) Metropolis-Hastings split and merge.** After the sub-cluster-related variables including $v_i = (\pi_i, k_i, \hat{Z}_i) | \hat{Z}_i = (\hat{z}_i | z_i = k)_{N_i}, k = 1, ..., K$ are sampled according to Eqns.(8)-(10), we propose split or merge moves in a Metropolis-Hastings (MH) fashion. In the following description, the hat on the top of variables (e.g. $\hat{\pi}, \hat{\theta}, \hat{Z}, \hat{\hat{Z}}$) denotes the proposal for the variables. $Q \in \{Q_{\text{split}}, Q_{\text{merge}}\}$ denotes proposal move selected randomly from split move or merge move where $Q_{\text{split}}$ denotes splitting component $c$ into $m$ and $n$, $Q_{\text{merge}}$ denotes merging components $m$ and $n$ into $c$. Conditioned on $Q = Q_{\text{split}}$, the proposed variables are sampled as follows:

$$(\hat{Z}_m, \hat{Z}_n) = \text{split}_c(Z, \hat{Z}),$$

$$ (\hat{\pi}_m, \hat{\pi}_n) = \pi_c \pi_{\text{sub}}, \pi_{\text{sub}} = (\pi_m, \pi_n) \sim \text{Dir}(N_m, N_n),$$

$$(\hat{\theta}_m, \hat{\theta}_n) \sim q(\hat{\theta}_m, \hat{\theta}_n | \hat{X}, \hat{Z}, \hat{\hat{Z}}),$$

$$ (\hat{\hat{v}}_m, \hat{\hat{v}}_n) \sim p(\hat{\hat{v}}_m, \hat{\hat{v}}_n | \hat{X}, \hat{\hat{Z}}),$$

and conditioned on $Q = Q_{\text{merge}}$, we propose samples as follows:

$$\hat{Z}_c = \text{merge}_{m,n}(Z),$$

$$\hat{\pi}_c = \pi_m + \pi_n,$$

$$\hat{\theta}_c \sim q(\hat{\theta}_c | \hat{X}, \hat{Z}, \hat{\hat{Z}}),$$

$$\hat{\hat{v}}_c \sim p(\hat{\hat{v}}_c | \hat{X}, \hat{\hat{Z}}),$$

In Eqns.(11)-(18), the function split$(\cdot)$ splits the labels of component $c$ according to the assignment of sub-clusters, merge$(\cdot)$ merges labels of components $m$ and $n$, $\hat{Z}_c = \{z_i | z_i = k\}_{N=1}^K (k \in \{m, n, c\})$ and $\hat{\pi}_c (k \in \{m, n\})$ denotes the number of observed data labeled with $k$. Eqns.(13) and (17) proposing $\hat{\theta}_c (k \in \{m, n, c\})$ are actually the same as Eqns.(6)-(7) and thus we simplify the distribution as $q$. To sample $\hat{\hat{v}}_c$ for a new proposed component from distribution $p(\cdot)$, we run a Gibbs sampler described in Eqns.(8)-(10). With the “Hastings ratio” $H$ computed as suggested in [25], the proposed split/merge moves above are accepted with probability $\min(1, H)$ in an MH-MCMC framework. The Hastings ratio for merge moves above may decay sharply so that merge proposal is hardly accepted, thus a random merge sampler is employed to propose merge moves [25]. Note that, after the Hastings ratio determines the split/merge moves, sampling parameters of the new components can be parallelizable.

### 2.3. Generation of DPGMM Posteriorgrams

In our application, the observed data are speech frames $X = \{x_i\}_{i=1}^N$. DPGMM are inferred with $K$ components together with their mixing weights, $\pi = (\pi_1, ..., \pi_K)$, mean vectors, $\mu = \{\mu_k\}_{k=1}^K$, and covariance matrix, $\Sigma = (\Sigma_k)_{K \times K}$. The posterior probability of the $k$-th component conditioned on $t$-th observed speech frame, $x_t$, can be computed as follows:

$$p_{t,k} = p(x_t | x_t) = \frac{\pi_k N(x_t | \mu_k, \Sigma_k)}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \pi_k N(x_t | \mu_k, \Sigma_k)},$$

Then $P_t = (p_{t,1}, ..., p_{t,K}) (i = 1, ..., N)$ forms a posteriori.
spoken term detection. In our experiment, phoneme state-posteriorgrams from BUT phoneme recognizer [39] for Czech (CZPG), Hungarian (HUPG) and Russian (RUPG) were evaluated together with a fusion version of them (FUPG).

### 3.2. Results and Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the evaluation results in both within-speaker and across-speaker tests together with the dimension (NDim) of acoustic features. Our results of MFCC slightly differ from the baseline in [37] probably due to that our MFCC is 39-dimensional with \( \Delta \) and \( \Delta \Delta \). As illustrated in Table 1, DPGMMs inferred 385 and 321 components on the English and Xitsonga dataset respectively. More components being inferred in the English dataset is possibly because of more diversified speech characteristics due to less strict recording condition. Compared with each kind of phoneme state posteriorgrams (CZPG, HUPG and RUPG), DPGPG obtained the lowest within-speaker error rate on both datasets. In terms of the across-speaker error rate, DPGPG performed comparably to each kind of phoneme state posteriorgrams, and DPGPG even outperformed each of them on the English dataset. DPGPG also showed comparable performance to FUPG. We believe that different kinds of posteriorgrams characterize the test utterances in different aspects and carry complementary information, and the lowest error rates are obtained in the two datasets through the fusion of features (DPGPG+FUPG).

We trained a set of parametric GMMs with different number of components on the Xitsonga dataset using the voicebox toolkit [40]. The error rates of the corresponding GMM-based posteriorgrams together with that of DPGMM posteriorgrams are plotted in Figure 2. We observed that DPGMM can learn a proper number of components.

Figure 3 shows the effect of different values of \( \alpha \) and \( \kappa_0 \). Figure 3.(a) and (c) plot the log-likelihood curves against the number of iterations when different values of \( \alpha \) and \( \kappa_0 \) are used. We observed that convergence of DPGMM is stable against different hyper-parameter values. Figure 3.(b) and (d) show that the number of inferred mixture components varies in a small range between 300 and 321, and between 295 and 321 when altering the values of \( \alpha \) and \( \kappa_0 \) respectively. The posteriorgrams extracted on different settings of hyper-parameters give similar results of within-speaker and across-speaker error rates. Illustrations above indicate that we can get stable DPGMM posteriorgrams with little worry about the influence of hyper-parameters.

### 4. Conclusions

We adopt a parallel sampler for the inference of DPGMMs. The restricted Gibbs sampler with proposed split/merge moves facilitates parallelization, which leads to an efficient inference algorithm which is scalable to a large amount of speech frames. Our experiments show that DPGMM can determine the best number of Gaussian components itself without parameter tuning in a development set, and the inference of DPGMM is insensitive to the choice of the hyper-parameters. This is particularly suitable for low-resource scenarios. Moreover, the DPGMM posteriorgrams can perform comparably to the phoneme state posteriorgrams derived from language-mismatched phoneme recognizers.
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